The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2010.

**Arts**

**Karen Ackoff**


**Exhibitions**


**Alec Hosterman**


**Michael Lasater**

**Exhibitions**


*Feed_Back.* Los Angeles Center for Digital Art, International group invitational exhibition. (July 9 - 24, 2010).


**Ron Monsma**

**Exhibitions**

*Visiting Artist Exhibition*, Solo Exhibition, Hillsdale College, Hillsdale MI

‘Realities’, *Exhibition of New Work by Ron Monsma*, Miller Gallery, Cincinnati OH

*Realism Biennial; Group Exhibition*, Fort Wayne Museum of Art, Fort Wayne IN

*Go Figure, Group Exhibition*, Thaddeus C Gallery, LaPorte IN

**Publications**

‘Merit Award’; 21 over 31.; Southwest Art magazine; one of 21 award winners chosen from over 3,000 entries from across the United States

*Southwest Artist Magazine*, ‘21 over 31’, Image reproduction and interview on my working approach. November, 2010 (Merit Award)

*The Pastel Journal*, juror’s page, image reproduction, bio and discussion of my selection process for the still life category of the 11th annual Pastel 100 competition, pg 60, April 2010

*Contemporary Realism Catalogue*, Ft Wayne Museum of Art, Ft Wayne IN, 2010

*Realities Exhibition Catalogue*, Miller Gallery, Cincinnati OH, 2010

**Susan Moore**

**Exhibitions**


**Jorge Muñiz**


**Dora Natella**

**Exhibitions**

Natella, Dora and Barry Tinsley, invitational sculpture exhibit and lecture, University of Notre Dame, Dept. of Art, Art History and Design, the ISIS Gallery, O'Shaughnessy Hall, Notre Dame, IN (2010).

*77th Annual Awards Exhibit*, Juried, National Sculpture Society, Bronze Medal/The Green-Wood Cemetery Award, Brookgreen Gardens, SC.

*Recent Works*, juried online exhibition, National Sculpture Society, New York, NY.

*2010 Biennial Sculpture Invitational: New Works, outdoor sculpture and indoor sculpture exhibit*, Krasl Art Center, St. Joseph, MI.
Americas 2010: All Media Exhibition, Juried exhibit, Nortwest Art Center, Sculpture Merit Award, Minot State University, Minot ND.

44th Annual National Drawing & Small Sculpture Show, Juried by Ron Koehler, 45 artists selected from 97, Joseph A. Cain Memorial Art Gallery Del Mar College, Corpus Christi, TX.

Contemporary Realism, 2010 Biennial, Juried exhibit, Fort Wayne Museum of Art, Ft. Wayne, IN.

Micheline Nilsen

Exhibitions


Yuri Obata


Andrea Rusnock


Biology

Kirk Mecklenburg


Business & Economics

Douglas Agbetsiafa


**Aghimien, Peter**


**Vishal Bindroo**


**Mark Fox**


Robert Kenagy

Gary Kern


Raj Kohli

Monle Lee


Jamshid Mehran


Alex Meisami

Bhavik Pathak


**Asghar Sabbaghi**


**P.N. Saksena**


**Douglas Singh**


**Haiyan Yin**


**Hong Zhuang**


**Computer Science**

**Dana Vrajitoru**


**James Wolfer**


**Liqiang Zhang**


**Criminal Justice**

**Allen Anderson**


**Qiang Xu**


**Education**

**Michelle Bakerson**


**Susan Cress**


**Hope Smith Davis**


Marsha Heck


Randy Isaacson


Judith Lewandowski


Matthew Mooney


Marilyn Nash


Kwadwo Okrah

**Bruce Spitzer**


**English**

**Benjamin Balthaser**


http://reconstruction.eserver.org/103/contents103.shtml

**Chu He**


**Jake Mattox**


**Robert Meyer-Lee**


**Kelcey Parker**

Parker, Kelcey. “Students Die, and What Is Poetry?” *Third Coast* 102-111 (Fall 2010).


Elaine Roth

Health Sciences

Cyndi Sofhauser

History

Jonathan Nashel

Dmitry Shlapentokh


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Russia and the War in Afghanistan.” *The Frontier Post.* (February 2010).

Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Ukraine Will Continue Trying to Diversify Oil and Gas Supplies,” *FSU Oil & Gas Monitor* (January 2, 2010).

Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Moscow, Minsk and the Quest for Oil and Gas in the Middle East,” *FSU Oil & Gas Monitor* (September 1, 2010).

Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “The U.S. Withdrawal Leads Russia to Seek Opportunities in Iraq,” *FSU Oil & Gas Monitor* (September 8, 2010).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Would Russia be a Good Route for Fuel Shipments to Afghanistan?” *FSU Oil & Gas Monitor* (November 3, 2010).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Unlikely Alliance of Violence in Russia.” *Asia Times* (January 20, 2010).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Review of Persian Dreams: Moscow and Tehran since the Fall of the Shah by John W. Parker.” *Europe-Asia Studies.* 62:8 1419 (October, 2010).

**Lisa Zwicker**


**Informatics**

**Raman Adaikkalavan**


**Murli Nair**


Nair, T.M. “Sequence periodicity in nucleosomal DNA and intrinsic curvature.” BMC Structural Biology 10(supp 1):s8 (2010).

**Liguo Yu**


Library

Nancy Colborn


Roseanne Cordell


Julie Elliott


Vincci Kwong


Susan Thomas


Mathematical Sciences

Anne Brown

Zhong Guan


Morteza Shafii-Mousavi


Philosophy

Mahesh Ananth

Louise Collins

Matthew Shockey


J.R. Shrader

Physics

Ilan Levine

Jerry Hinnefeld

Rolf Schimmrigk
Schimmrigk, Rolf, "Emergent Spacetime from Modular Motives." Communications in Mathematical Physics, DOI: 10.1007/s00220-010-1179-4

Political Science

Elizabeth Bennion

Gabriel Popescu

James Smith

Psychology

Kevin Ladd
**John McIntosh**


**Kathy Ritchie**


**Dennis Rodriguez**


**Sociology**

**Otis Grant**


Mike Keen

Bryce Merrill


Scott Sernau

James VanderVeen


World Languages

Julio Hernando

**A. Gabriela Ramis**

**Lesley Walker**